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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

To: ESTABLISHMENT MONITORING COMMITTEE I Subject: 
WORKING FOR FAMILIES 
FUND STAFF 
REQUIREMENTS From: DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 
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Purpose of report 
The purpose of this report is to seek approval for the creation of 2 Economic Development Assistants 
(AP1/3), and a Development Officer post (P02) within the Policy and Economic Development Service. 
Furthermore, approval is sought for the re-grading of the Working for Families Fund Co-ordinator, and to 
extend the existing contracts of the Working for Families Fund team. All of these posts are involved with the 
delivery of the Working for Families Fund and its associated projects. 

Background 
The Working for Families Fund is a Scottish Executive funded initiative to support unemployed parents into 
employment or training by removing the childcare barrier. In July 2004 North Lanarkshire Council was 
awarded f 3  million for 2004-06 to take forward the development of projects to deliver the Working for 
Families Fund. Further funding was recently announced for 2006-08, of the same level, f 3  million. 

Since the funding was announced twenty projects have been developed, ten more than was originally 
planned, to deliver the WfFF and achieve the outputs of 800 clients engaged, 250 into employment for each 
level of funding. To deliver the WfFF requires intensive and consistent partnership working. 

A recent mid-term evaluation (EKOS Ltd) recommended that additional resources be invested in developing 
strategic and operational links between partners and projects which focus on the multi -disadvantaged groups 
and that the ‘human resource needs be reviewed of existing WfFF projects in order to maximise the delivery 
of high quality services . . .for clients. ’ 

WfFF Staffing Review 
The original staffing compliment was based on a proposal submitted to the Scottish Executive, and included 
an estimate of the workloads involved and the type of activity required to deliver WfFF. This was difficult to 
forecast at the outset of the project as the requirements of delivering this sort of a Scottish Executive initiative 
to a very specific client group was not fully appreciated and the needs are still being learned as the project 
continues to be developed. 

The original proposal was to deliver ten projects for 2004-06; this has now increased to twenty, which has 
had a significant impact on the workloads of the WfFF team. In addition, the range and nature of these 
projects are very diverse and include childcare, training, and transport projects. The support required from 
most projects is intensive and the responsibilities of the Team includes:- 

Developing new projects to address the needs of the WfFF clients 
Monitoring of projects approved for WfFF funding 
Ensuring smooth linkages and referrals between WfFF projects 
Strategically reviewing the overall approach being taken and the individual projects being delivered. 
On-going assessment of the needs of the clients 
Promoting WfFF projects to increase client referrals and also project development 
Reporting to Scottish Executive on all of the above 
Managing steering groups and operational groups 
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The WfFF project has carried out an independent mid-term evaluation of the approach taken to date and, as 
part of this, the limited staffing resource was recognised as a barrier to progressing the objectives of the 
WfFF. To date the project has worked with a very small resource with the Co-ordinator often working extra 
hours and taking on additional responsibilities. If the Team is to address the issues in the mid-term review it 
needs to be given sufficient resources to deliver what is expected of it. 

The Working for Families Fund has expanded considerably since its launch in November 2004, with twenty 
projects now being managed, which are currently split between the WfFF Co-ordinator and the part-time 
WfFF Development Officer. Through the creation of another WfFF Development Officer post, workloads 
could be more effectively distributed, allowing the WfFF Co-ordinator to concentrate on the partnership and 
marketing activities as originally intended, and which are essential for the effective delivery of the project. The 
appointment of a FTE Development Officer will allow increased development work with existing and potential 
projects and ensure an improved performance in WfFF projects. 

As part of the mid-term review and to improve engagement with clients and co-ordination of access to and 
linkages between projects, the WfFF Team will be moving out to a 'shop front' location from which the Team 
and the Key Workers (employed through Routes to Work) will work. This will require the WfFF Co-ordinator 
to manage this office and will increase the responsibilities of this post. 

A FTE Economic Development Assistant will be based at the new shop front location and will handle and co- 
ordinate enquiries on behalf of the WfFF Team. They will be expected to provide all administration support 
for those based at the shop front location, signpost enquirers, deal and record initial requests for assistance, 
schedule and organise appointments and assist in client follow-up monitoring. 

A further FTE Economic Development Assistant will be based at Fleming House and work with Officers 
delivering WfFF training programmes - Positive Options for Women and Women's Placement Programme. 
Increase in demand and delivery of these programmes requires additional staffing resources if the forecast 
expenditure is to be achieved. The postholder will be expected to handle all administration needs including 
financial reports and claims related to these programmes. 

4. Working for Families Fund Staffing Proposals 
In summary, the staffing proposals contained within this report are as follows: - 

It is proposed that the Working for Families Fund Co-ordinator post be re-graded from PO5 to PO6 and that 
their job description be reviewed to address the needs of the mid-term review and be consistent with other 
posts at that grade. This will bring the Co-ordinator post in to line with the other Co-ordinator posts which 
exist within Policy & Economic Development Service structure. The job description will reflect the increase in 
the number of projects being managed, as well as an increase in staff responsibilities as outlined in this 
report. The original staffing responsibilities were for 1 FTE Development Officer. However in recognition of 
the needs of the Team this was increased to 2 posts last year - 0.5 Development Officer and a FTE Budget 
Monitoring Officer, in addition to the staffing proposals included in this report. 

This report seeks approval for an additional Development Officer and an Economic Development Assistant to 
join the team. The Development Officer would be graded at PO2 and the Economic Development Assistant 
would be graded at AP1/3. Both would be temporary until 31 March 2008. 

0 These additional costs will be met from the staffing allocation and management fee costs within the Working 
for Families Fund budget. This has been agreed in principle, with the Scottish Executive and will be formally 
agreed early in 2006. 

0 With the announcement of additional funding until March 2008, the existing post holders within the WfFF 
team require their contracts to be extended until 31 March 2008 also. 

Based within a Service to People Team of the Policy and Economic Development Services, approval is 
sought to appoint on a temporary contract an Economic Development Assistant to assist in the delivery of 
WfFF funded training programmes. This post would also be graded at AP1/3 and temporary until 31 March 
2008. 
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Corporate Considerations 
There are no financial implications for North Lanarkshire Council, as the posts are wholly funded through the 
Working for Families Fund. 

Consultation has taken place with Personnel Services who have approved and agreed the recommendations 
of this report. 

Recommendations 

The report seeks the Chief Executive's approval for: - 
the creation of an additional temporary WfFF Development Officer (P02); 
the creation of 2 temporary EDA posts (AP1/3) 
the re-grading of the WfFF Co-ordinator post from PO5 to P06; and 
a 2 year extension to employment contracts for existing staff within the WfFF team in line with the continued 
Scottish Executive funding. 

It is noted that the above recommendations will not be implemented until written confirmation is received from 
the Scottish Executive agreeing our updated WfFF proposals. This confirmation is expected in early 2006. 

David M Porch 
Director of Planninn and Development 2nd Dec 2005 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information please contact Caitriona McAuley, 
Economic Development Manager, telephone: 01 236 61 6279 
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